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The previous boy stood here again.

The dragon light surging all over his body, his eyes are as sharp as a knife.

The power of the whole person was unreservedly released at this time.

That terrifying power made Chu Zhengliang feel oppressed for a while.

“Chu Zhengliang, do you really think that I, Chu Tianfan, would be defeated so easily?”

Mark shook his head and smiled. The words were full of sarcasm and contempt.

“You abandoned son, stop

talking nonsense!” “But I really didn’t expect you to have a dragon body?”

“It’s my miscalculation.”

“If you don’t have a dragon body, you are definitely in my hands, you can’t do three
tricks! “

Chu Zhengliang deserves to be the Patriarch of the Chu Family, and he quickly realized
that Mark’s body was Chumen’s supreme body refining technique, the Dragon God
Body.

However, he couldn’t figure it out, how could Mark understand the Dragon Divine Body?

You should know that among Trumen, only the master of this kind of supreme art can
practice.

Even the Chu Family, only the Chu Family Patriarch can reach it.

In other words, there are only two people who are qualified to practice these secret
techniques in the entire Chu Clan.

How could Mark, an abandoned son of the Chu family, come into contact with such
secret techniques?



“That is a given Chuzheng Hong!”

“Pass this sacrifice!”

“Being good, quickly kill him.”

“I stole Truman occult, only this one, do not let him live!”

Chu family The clan elder shouted angrily.

Seeing that the secret martial arts that he was not qualified to practice was actually
mastered by an abandoned son, these Chu family elders were undoubtedly angry.

However, Mark shook his head and smiled in the face of the scolding around him: “Chu
Zhengliang, don’t worry first.”

“How many are you miscalculating?”

“Next, I will let you know, my Chu family The martial arts secret technique, the real
majesty!” After the

words fell, Mark’s brows suddenly became cold.

Then, with a long drink, like a dragon chant, it cut through the long sky.

Boom~ The

energy swept through, the power broke out, and the ground under my feet collapsed.

Under the sky, the young man full of golden light stepped on the ground and rose into
the sky.

Tear the sky and a claw, cut through the long sky.

The slender figure turned into a golden Sirius, rushing straight to Chu Zhengliang in front
of him.

“This…this is…”

“The three masters of Chu Sect, Sirius?”

“Ciao!”

“How can he also?”

“This damn Chu Tianfan, where did he practice me Chu family



‘s unique knowledge?” Seeing Mark’s moves, the members of the Chu family trembled
again.

Who would have thought that Mark could even use Chu Sect Sanjue.

“Huh, Dong Shi is impressed, the parrot is just learning to speak.”

“There is only its shape, but no god.”

“It’s not a worry~”

The Chu family snorted coldly with a dark face.

However, his comment just fell.

Mark’s attack had already collided with Chu Zhengliang’s confrontation.

Chu Zhengliang also thought that Mark’s three masterpieces of Chu Sect were just a
temporary imitation of his practice.

But Chu Zhengliang’s face didn’t change until after the face-to-face encounter.

“How come?”

“What a strong power!” The

short-term stalemate made Chu Zhengliang’s oppression multiplied.

“

Bai Hu Jue!” But just as Chu Zhengliang gritted his teeth and insisted, the second blow
of Chu Men’s Three Desires had already appeared.

“What?”

Chu Zhengliang was undoubtedly pale in shock, gritted his teeth and stomped his feet,
his hands became stronger again.

This barely blocked Mark’s two consecutive blows.

But even so, Chu Zhengliang had already taken a few steps back under Mark’s attack.

Upon seeing this, Mark chuckled lightly.

“I think how long can you last?” The

words fell, Mark looked like a tiger with anger.



The three most powerful blows of the Chumen, the blue dragon is the best, and the
sharpness reappears!

Howl~

That loud dragon chant cut through the ages.

With an unstoppable force, he cut Chu Zhengliang straight.

“This…this…”

“This…how is this possible?”

Chu Zhengliang’s face was sallow, and his old eyes were huge.

He never expected that in this short encounter, Mark not only learned the Sky Wolf and
White Tiger, but also mastered the most difficult Azure Dragon Jue.

Chapter 3313

“Damn it!”

“I don’t believe it anymore.”

“You’re stealing the secret technique on the spot, can you turn the sky

upside down ?” Chu Zhengliang’s old face was cold, and he shouted in anger, just like a
tiger screaming.

Then, everyone saw that Chu Zhengliang, who was in a stalemate with Mark, stepped
back on the ground and quickly distanced himself from Mark in order to gain time for his
attack.

Immediately afterwards, under the dantian, Yundao Tianjue went crazy.

A large amount of Heaven and Earth Elemental Energy, if only if summoned, would
madly gather towards Chu Zhengliang’s men.

In a blink of an eye, a violent energy aura has already converged and formed.

After that, Chu Zhengliang didn’t hesitate, Chu Sect had three masters, and attacked
instantly!

“Sirius must be!”

“White tiger must be ~”



“Blue dragon must be ~” The

wolf ran for thousands of miles, the tiger roared everywhere, and the dragon ascended
into the sky.

The three masters of Chu Sect once again emerged from Chu Zhengliang’s men.

“Smelly boy!”

“Do you really think that my Chu family’s secret technique is so easy to cultivate?”

“Now, I will show you the huge gap between your half-slapped secret technique and
me!”

In the utter anger, Chu Zhengliang’s attack ran into Mark’s fiercely.

The same martial arts, the same moves, and even within the body, are all the same Chu
family blood.

But two people who are so similar are now in a life-and-death duel on the top of Chumen
Mountain.

Boom~

That boom , only if thunder pierced through the sky and the earth.

The power of horror, from the center of the explosion, crazily spilled out in all directions.

However, the stalemate that everyone expected did not appear.

After only a moment of lag, a figure flew out directly from the explosion.

With tremendous strength, he wrapped his body and flew straight for thousands of
miles.

Everywhere along the way, the mountains, rocks, and plants were crushed and
smashed.

And, after landing, he took a hundred steps back.

With every step back, the rocks at the foot directly exploded.

Between the broken boulders, a ravine gully appeared on the Chumen Mountain.

It wasn’t until the end that he bumped into a big tree and stepped back, completely
stopped.



After stabilizing his figure, his body trembled suddenly.

A mouthful of red blood was vomited out immediately.

Dead silence, dead silence!

Deathly silence.

Looking at the wounded man who vomited blood, the entire Chumen Mountain was
silent.

“This…this…”

“How can this happen?”

“Chu… Patriarch of the Chu Family.. Was actually…repelled head-on?”

Yes, he vomited blood and flew upside down. It is not someone else, it is Chu
Zhengliang, who was previously inexhaustible.

This scene undoubtedly shocked everyone.

Who would have thought that the head of the most powerful family in the world would be
repelled by a young man?

“This is impossible?”

“This is absolutely impossible!”

“My father

must have been careless.” “Yes, my father must have been careless.”

“It must be so~”

Among the crowd, Chu Qitian shook unacceptably. She kept her head and shouted.

But the Buddha of India and the others secretly shook their heads: “It’s not a
carelessness.”

“It is indeed a frontal repulsion.”

“I didn’t expect Yan Xia to have such an enchantment?”

“Can be defeated by Chu’s unique knowledge? Patriarch of the Chu Family.”

“This talent will be a legend in the holiday time.”



“However, fortunately, the group of idiots in the Martial God Temple have removed him
from his name~” The

King Foluo was terrified in his heart. In the middle, it is full of fear.

After all, the identity of Mark Yanxia was really difficult for King Foluo not to regard him
as a serious concern.

Not only King Foluo, but the powerhouses of other countries were also shocked by the
strength that Mark showed.

“The strength of this young man is probably higher than that of the strongest person in
the summer, the God of War.”

“His value has exceeded the risk that Truman brought to a country.”

“It is a miscalculation for the Martial God Temple to abolish his title. Now.”

Many people around, all sighed.
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